Globe: a citizen of nowhere

Thursday, April 12th
04 p.m. – Room 6 – I floor

Speakers:

Olivia Sheringham
Janetka Platun
Queen Mary, University of London

Chair:

Paolo Boccagni
Università degli Studi di Trento

Globe is a collaborative filmic and sculptural project developed by Janetka Platun and the School of Geography and Drama at Queen Mary University of London. The film explores questions of home and migration in East London. The screening will be accompanied by creative activities and a Q&A with Janetka Platun and Oliva Sheringham.

To find out more about the project please visit www.qmul.ac.uk/globe/

Timings

4pm - 6pm
4pm -5.30pm film screening on a loop
5.30pm to 6pm - Introduction and Q&A

The seminar takes place within the framework of the HOMInG project - The Home-Migration Nexus - homing.soc.unitn.it